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Notes/Summary : 

● 11:30-12:40 informal  
● 12:40-1:00 informal informal  
● 15-16: informal 
● The colleagues discussing capacity building will need to start at 12:45 

CoFacilitator: propose to continue to discuss and reach agreement on activities under the table, 
activities A2  

Ask the parties that wanted to work on phrasing how we look at the developments of these 
phrasing 

G77 on behalf of Zimbabwe:  

● Propose text for A2 activity: define the role and enhance the capacity of national gender 
and climate change focal point including providing tours and resources sharing 
experiences and risks  and best practices, workshops, peer to peer learning, mentoring 
and friendship 

● Emphasizing the importance of “defining” the role b/c feel like need to define it before 
you enhance 



Australia 

● I would like to come in on the introduction of language  
● Have discussed this considerably over the last week, we feel the role is already defined to 

an extent in a previous  
● We think it will be useful to have a discussion to share experiences on NGFC before we 

have a further discussion about defining further on a mandate on that particular decision  
● We have expressed our roles quit clearly (parties that have been participating strongly in 

this participation, EU, Umbrella Group, AIG) surgical and minimal suggestions to text  
● Provide cleaner, more streamlined text on deliverables and outcomes on National Gender 

and Focal points, bracket support and enhancement of  
● Don’t do this to slow down the conversation, want to focus role on National Gender and 

Focal Points  

Costa Rica  

● Difficult to see the changes from here, can we make the screen bigger so we can see the 
changes  

Zimbabwe 

● The only addition I would put to try to accomodate to further define the role  
● The issue of what is the role of the focal point has been raised several times and we need 

to revisit the definition and sharing best practices and we need to be in favor of further 
defining the role, clarify and revisit the role of focal points  

Senegal  

● African group support the last statement made by Zimbabwe (on behalf of G77) 
● Further clarity on the role of the gender national focal point is important for us  
● The problem we have is most countries we have nominated .. lack of clarity on the role of 

the NGFC and I would like our partners to understand clarifying this is important for us  

Canada 

● Reinforcing australia's point, don’t want to be prescriptive; very important that parties 
can decide on their own if they want to; we are actually trying to give each party most 
liberty in the way to determine how they define their focal point 

● Kind of agree on def; in current draft of lima work program: 3 roles that are suggested 
and i do not think we need to define it further 

Australia 



● Further mandates to this particular position  
● “Including on the deliverables including and considering further the need for clarity and 

delete discussion of their role  
● Would not support the inclusion from Zimbabwe about clarifying the role  
● Can further defining the mandate in  

COF: can I hear from zimbabwe and senegal? 

Zimbabwe  

● Respond to canada, we want to give practice and decide on roles  
● If we wanted to do that, we shouldn’t have even asked  
● Let xyz to decide if we are going to encourage  
● Need to clarify that role so we still think there is a need to further define the role  
● If there is no need for it but for now I don’t see any harm in discussing it because a lot of 

people were asking about the role of the NGFC  
● Needs to be clear to all countries because it is a product of this process of this process 

(not a product of the parties); should amplify that definition as part of this process 

 

Senegal  

● On behalf of G77 add to the voice of Zimbabwe  
● Why did we ask to appoint NGFC and what for? 
● If we bring in the issue here, it is because it is important to us and we have the will to 

move this agenda forward in our perspective countries  
● How are you looking at us to implementing without clearly defining the role?  
● What are we monitoring? There are questions that aren’t clear on the way forward and we 

need our partners to clarify  

Sudan  

● We need to support China because most countries didn’t mention the focal point because 
they didn’t define the role  

● We need to define the role to evaluate what they are doing  

 

Canada 

● I am sorry if my intervention previously was unclear  
● No need to omit this discussion and they can use it as they want  



● Paragraph 10 LWP “parties should appoint NGFC for negotiations and monitoring”  
● Going to discuss how to more effectively do it but why do you want this room to limit the 

role of the NGFC? 

EU 

● We need to come up with some proposal that takes into consideration all our terms  
● “Further the need to define and clarify the role of  National Gender and Climate Change 

Focal Point to enhance the work through providing etc”  
● Hoping zimbabwe and other colleagues could support that (referring to “compromise”) 
● This becomes deliverable (not activity); providing clarification on role for those that 

think it is necessary in their context 

Costa Rica 

● Support the proposal of the EU  
● Intervene on the international  
● A lot of countries are not assigning GDP because they need clarification of scope so it 

becomes necessary so secretariat can interact them and each country can define if they 
want to increase that role 

● Act in national climate change process, there is no clarity at all even though there is a 
mandate to do so, so I think if we can define the clarification of the role with the EU that 
is extremely important  

 

Australia  

● An important conversation that we would like to have when we have more time, I 
understand the interest in having a better sense of the role and promoting an incentive to 
elect a GFP (gender focal point) 

● We have a lot of work underway, we need to have the discussion on NGFC at a dedicated 
discussion which is what we have suggested in terms of having a workshop 

● EU has a very sensible suggestion and compromise and I hope we can agree and move on 
to the next activity  

 

Zimbabwe  

● I appreciate the EU trying to find a compromise  
● “English is not my first language”; not sure what it means to define... 



● Can you repeat the language again, I am not sure what it means.  

 

Gambia 

● On A2, the first part, on the 3rd line; would like to add “tools and financial and technical 
resources for sharing…” 

● ??? 

Cof 

● I'm sorry i can't hear 
● Gambia repeats 

Cof:  

● zimbabwe? 

Zimbabwe 

● Proposal on activities? 
● No on deliverable 

Zimbabwe: 

● Not acceptable because thought it was on the activity, not the deliverable 

 

Australia  

● Delete “provide clarification of the role”  
● “Considering further the need to define and to clarify for clarity (discussion of their role)” 
● Zimbabwe’s point to see  
● Propose A2 activity: discuss further the need to define and enhance the role(instead of 

proposal to “define the role”) 
● Recognize that it’s 12:15…. 

 

Cof:  

● we have 20 min 

Zimbabwe: 



● I'm a bit concerned, talking about discuss further the need because what we are doing 
right now we are discussing further the need; we don't need an activity that says what we 
are doing right now; I’m surprised you want to focus on a deliverable bc any deliverable 
comes from the activity; so this seems like an attempt to not put anything on the activities 
and lump it in the deliverables because you can’t ??? so I have issues with that 

Gambia 

● I want to go back to A2 where I had made a proposal;  it should come “financial and 
technical resources”, should come before resources…. 

EU  

● The GAP for us is we are not discussion financial mechanisms to implement the GAP 
● Cross-cutting issue, we are not here to discuss a financial mechanism to implement the 

GAP 
● We cannot engage on this in the room; sorry to put it so clearly but….  

Australia 

● Support EU colleague, find area of consensus in the room to guide our work on gender 
and climate change and as we have discussed providing technical and financial resources 
is outside of the discussion in this room and what we can mandate  

● Encourage parties to refrain from adding new ideas into the text and try to find a 
compromise about the words on the text  

● Other focal point roles that don’t have defined roles that are broad  
● What we are asking to be considered is added or inconsistent and we are happy to have 

that discussion but we would prefer to do so when we have the time to have that 
discussion  

● We are willing but would prefer to do it in a more appropriate time  

Switzerland  

● Echo EU and Australia, this is not the place or room to discuss guidance to operating 
entities  

● We have specific room and guidelines to do that 

Egypt  

● We don’t understand if we can have an Action Plan without the means to implement the 
action plan  



● Finance team told us that if we don’t mention any support here we will not take this from 
our own budget  

Sudan  

● Role of GFC means of implementation which is important to the action plan  

Australia  

● Thank you to Egypt to bring the attention to finance, we discussed this at length on 
Saturday  

● All countries around the room are in favor of increasing the gender responsiveness of 
climate change  

● Increasing gender across finance work  
● We left the discussion on Saturday, there were some on the table  
● We have come prepared to discuss those two proposals and if we continue to have this 

discussion on A2 we will run out of time  
● Encourage parties to agree and remove brackets  

Canada  

● At this point if we want a GAP we need to work with what’s on the table 
● EU doing a lot of facilities but I think we have to meet in the middle to find people that 

are equally happy  
● Urge colleagues to consider what we have in front of us and to implement the GAP  

Switzerland 

● We acknowledge call for means of implementation, as you are probably aware we had 
lengthy conversations on the action plan and we will have an eye on effective 
implementation of this policy  

● We don’t think  
● We don't think that it is appropriate that this room would provide additional guidance for 

operating entities 
● We think for operating entities, what you ask for is already there 

Zimbabwe 

● Would also like to urge our partners to emphasize flexibility; there’s not flexibility that’s 
being exercised; don't think you can say bc you don't accept what i want is that you aren't  

● What worries me is were actually shifting activities to deliverables; what im seeing being 
put in as deliverables is activities; and I see it as an attempt to avoid some of the issues 
that we need to put in activities 



● We need to say okay what would that activity deliver 
● This is why i find some of those proposals to be unacceptable because these are not 

deliverables these are activities we can put activities under deliverables 

 

Gambia 

● Considering that parties say they don't know the role of the GFP and they don't want to be 
prescriptive in what those gfps are supposed to be doing at level of countries and also that 
they would like to define the role here or they don't want to define it because if it’s diff 
they will be very prescriptive 

● Then we have asked whoever that what was proposed/requested of GFP now since we 
don't know the role, and we don't want to risk what they’re supposed to be doing at 
country level or not; that’s why we are focusing / proposin ?? 

● Give credit to Switzerland, want to withdraw finance and technical support that I had 
proposed earlier 

 

US 

● Thanks, co-chairs this really feels like the effort of a few parties to impede progress on 
something we've been working on so long 

● I'd like to point us back to goals of lima work programme, etc. 
● As many colleagues have stated this is not the finance room; the finance and SBs are 

having discussions 
● We feel like we're being flexible by considering the paragraphs introduced on saturday 
● At this point co-chairs were looking for leadership and it seems like we want to bracket 

this and come to it later given that we are almost out of town 

 

Senegal  

● Like for us to really move forward on us, the paragraph proposed on Saturday was made 
by Senegal on behalf of the ATN  

● Can we go through that paragraph because it is extremely important for us  

Co-Facilitator  

● Move to a different activity and pause this discussion  
● Ten minutes for A3 



Australia  

● Suggest where there are questions in the text to write out a cleaner paragraph  

 

Senegal  

● The text was sent to secretariat, would you want me to go through it and read it and make 
sure that is exactly what you have? 

● Would like it placed in the draft decision text in a new paragraph (14) 
● Welcomes the adaption by the GCF if the updated Gender Policy and Action Plan from 

2020 - 2023 and in accordance with the GCF Board decision B.24/12,  
● Encourages national GCF NDA focal points to implement that GCF policy and action 

plan with a view to maximizing synergies with the UNFCCC gender action plan  

Sudan  

● Provide us with information if we add what is a decision or what is  
● Consider what we mentioned and Egypt  
● In what paragraph do we consider the GCF  

Canada 

● Would like to point towards what was emailed on saturday-- in spirit of giving everyone 
time, should proab leave it there and go back to next activity we were considering which i 
think is A2 at this point 

US 

● This was not the proposal that we were given on Saturday and as we mentioned before 
we were considering / showing flexibility and we feel that flexibility has been 
jeopardized 

● Demonstrates why we leave guidance of financial mechanisms to finance room so we 
would like to put this entire paragraph in brackets and potentially delete it at the end  

 

Senegal 

● The US is not taking this topic seriously at all, to be straight 
● The only difference made was the last part  
● When you are telling me it is rude to talk about climate finance, why are they working on 

the GAP in …  



● You either take this or we go back to the previous paragraph on Saturday or Africa is not 
adopting this, We are out  

Cofacilitator  

● Senegal, are you suggesting we go back to the paragraph proposed on saturday? 

Senegal 

● If you want to, yes  

Costa Rica  

● We agree with the new  
● Create synergies with new mechanisms and GAP, encouragement to the new national 

level at the focal point  
● Not a mandate to the finance mechanism but to ourselves to work with our fc to really 

embrace the gender policies  
● I don’t think we are giving a mandate to the financial mechanism, we are encouraging 

ourselves (at the national level) to  
● Not giving new mandate to FC, not telling to assign resources, telling ourselves to work 

the xyz and make this happy 

Co-Facilitator  

● Gone back to the paragraph that was used on Saturday  
● It’s this one to the best of our knowledge... 

Switzerland 

● Assuring that this matter is very important to us; supported it in other rooms; happy to 
engage in discussions; in this proposal, there was a factual error...gender policy, in 
proposal on screen; further elements in this proposal which are not in favor of what you 
are asking for it’s not just GCF and ??? focal points, you also have other entities who 
play a crucial role; we think for now we should leave this text bracketed and further work 
on it 

< informal, informal from 12:40-15> 

Informal negotiations  

Cof:  



● There is one hour left and I need to get confirmation from you that you agree on all the 
previously discussed points that we cleared in the informal informal ; let’s move to D4 
any comments? 

Zimbabwe:  

● I was thinking there was some possibility of consensus on the section in the middle of 
D2. could we delete other option and just have that option? If no one likes this option 
then we can just focus on D4 

Australia:  

● could you clarify what we’re deleting? I think it’s useful to keep both options but we 
should delete some of the yellow highlighted text 

 

Zimbabwe:  

● we can go to D4. my proposal reads “support collection and consolidation of information 
on gender and climate change in different sectors as well as identify experts on gender in 
different sectors” 

Australia:  

● this is definitely something we can work with but missing focus on experts/expertise so 
maybe include “support collection and consolidation of information on gender and 
climate change and expertise in different sectors…”; we have several options under 
modalities so would be useful to identify more broad modality. My suggestion is 
“Knowledge and expertise platforms on climate change” which leaves it up to parties and 
organizations to decide how to implement activity 

Costa Rica:  

● We like the first half of the text but we would also like to include “support the collection 
and consolidation of information and expertise on gender and climate change in sectors 
and thematic areas as well as identifying experts on gender and climate change and 
enhance and create, as needed knowledge platforms on gender and climate change” 

Peru:  

● I support the intervention of the EU and Mexico 

 



US: *paraphrase* 

● basically saying that we shouldn’t include “creating” knowledge platforms b/c ones 
already exist that aren’t totally used 

Cof:  

● thank you colleagues we have achieved the meat of the issues with the GAP; propose that 
we move to lima work programme  

Cof: 

● Referring to GAP preamble: paragraph 2 and paragraph 5 

Zimbabwe: 

● Supports text referring to unfccc process instead of implementation of convention and 
paris agreement b/c then you account for other unfccc decisions 

Cof: 

● We’ve cleared most major issues with gap, I’d like to move to lima work programme 

Lima work program: 

Cof: 

● Referring to paragraph 7 and 8 

US: 

● Would like to add as applicable to paragraph 7; wanted to ask co-facilitators, not sure we 
had agreed on paragraph 5 so wondering if we can come back tot hat as well 

Zimbabwe: 

● Thank you co-facilitator; our preference would be to will ensure rather than can improve; 
also not sure about addition of as applicable  

Cof:: 

● Us your views? 

US: 



● Sure; by saying “will ensure” reads to us that coherence is the only item that will help 
further this effort, but since there are multiple priority areas 

EU: 

● Propose compromise: Will contribute to instead of will ensure or can improve 

Senegal: 

● Would rather have Will improve not can improve 

U.S: 

● Support eu 

Zimbabwe: 

● Think this needs to actually do something more or less, so would rather will improve or 
will ensure 

Peru: 

● Improve is more accurate than ensure because we can’t ensure it 

U.s. 

● Would like to contain will contribute to, because to us improve doesn’t seem accurate  

Cof: 

● Suggests “will contribute to improving” 

Sudan 

● Way we worded is acceptable… 

Gambia 

● Want “will improve”  

Canada 

● We can’t know the result of this paragraph/pre-judge because we don’t know the future 
because we don’t know the future, because what will know the result, will improve is like 
saying we know  

 



Gambia 

● Argues that contributing is also like guessing the future can you please add will improve 
● Canada and u.s. Can you please agree on will approve  

 

<Lost some of discussion on paragraph 8> 

 

Zimbabwe:  

 

U.S.: 

Confusing paragraph, suggestion that this would be clearer if we added “as well as enhance” and 
remove considerations of, attempt to make sentence more clear 

 

Zimbabwe: 

● Thinks “just” transition and workforce doesn’t belong in this paragraph 

Mexico 

● We like it as it is reworded here, so we can maybe try to address zimbabwe’s comment 
but as of now we want to keep the main ideas 

Nigeria 

● Thank you COFA, the way my sister from the u.s. Has worded this makes the accelerate 
often, the way it is worded now by my sister, the accelerate may need to go and just raise 
“ambition”; basically argues that accelerate is referring to gender equality not just 
transition 

● Removed “accelerate” 

Cof:  

● any comments  on this? 

Removing article 8 brackets  

● Shall we go back to para 7? 



Zimbabwe:  

● we propose “will improve and contribute to the efficiency…” 

US:  

● I think we’d like to seek some clarity and the way it reads now is two separate clause -- 
coherence improves and contributes - seems contradictory - improve is more sure than 
contribute - we feel like we showed some flexibility and are happy with will improve to 
contributing 

 

Gambia:  

● we are on SDG 2030 - we would like to see an improvement and acc to queen’s land - if 
something has improved it will contribute - we are all prejudging (improve - when 
something improves it will contribute 

Canada: 

● diff with contribute and important is that when we talk about contributing we think about 
process - imp is about what result will be; para starts with acknowledge so it doesn’t 
really matter much 

Gambia:  

● no problem  

Cof:  

● will report outcome to SBI chairs and .. we now close, SB has meeting at 7  

 

 

 


